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ABSTRACT

This study is the first in a series that investigates the effects of turbulence in

the boundary layer of a tornado vortex. In this part, axisymmetric simulations

with constant viscosity are used to explore the relationships between vortex

structure, intensity, and unsteadiness as functions of diffusion (measured by

a Reynolds number Rer) and rotation (measured by a swirl ratio Sr). A deep

upper-level damping zone is used to prevent upper-level disturbances from af-

fecting the low-level vortex. The damping zone is most effective when it over-

laps with the specified convective forcing, causing a reduction to the effective

convective velocity scale (We). With this damping in place, the tornado-vortex

boundary layer shows no sign of unsteadiness for a wide range of parame-

ters, suggesting that turbulence in the tornado boundary layer is inherently a

three-dimensional phenomenon. For high Rer, the most intense vortices have

maximum mean tangential winds well in excess of We, and maximum mean

vertical velocity exceeds three times We. In parameter space, the most intense

vortices fall along a line that follows Sr ∼ Re−1/3
r , in agreement with previ-

ous analytical predictions by Fiedler and Rotunno. These results are used to

inform the design of three-dimensional, large-eddy simulations in subsequent

papers.
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1. Introduction27

The recent review of dynamics by Rotunno (2013, R13) put heavy emphasis on the low-28

Reynolds-number, mostly laminar flow seen in laboratory experiments. Figure 1 illustrates the29

basic model: The flow at some distance from the ground (the ‘outer flow’) is in rotation about30

a vertical axis; at the lower end of the vertical axis is the ‘end-wall boundary layer’ over which31

the outer flow comes to satisfy the no-slip condition on the lower bounding surface; the reduction32

of centrifugal force in the boundary layer allows the radial pressure-gradient force to accelerate33

boundary-layer fluid toward the center whereupon it turns to the vertical and achieves the largest34

vertical and tangential wind speeds in the ‘end-wall vortex’ ; the latter transitions through a ‘vor-35

tex breakdown’ to a more slowly rotating, ‘two-celled vortex’ (downdraft at the center). Turbulent36

flow occurs downstream (upward) of the vortex breakdown but not in the end-wall boundary layer.37

As the end-wall boundary layer directly influences end-wall-vortex intensity, it is important to38

know the conditions under which the end-wall boundary layer may become turbulent. This paper39

is the first in a series aimed at understanding the nature of turbulence in the end-wall boundary-40

layer and how that turbulence affects vortex intensity.41

According to the review in R13, the Reynolds number for laboratory experiments and numer-42

ical simulations thereof is O(104) which is much lower than that in natural flows which may be43

O(109). Fiedler and Garfield (2010) carried out axisymmetric tornado simulations for atmospher-44

ically relevant Reynolds numbers with several different turbulence parameterizations and, in each45

case, the parameterizations indicated small turbulence intensities in the end-wall boundary layer46

(see their Fig. 8). Lewellen et al. (2000) using Large Eddy Simulations (LES, which in principle47

attempt to simulate flow at infinite Reynolds number) found structures similar to that schematized48

in Fig. 1; their Fig. 5, and the analyses in their Figs. 6a, 12a and 15a, show little evidence of49
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resolved turbulent flow in the end-wall boundary layer. Although there is parameterized subgrid-50

scale turbulence in LES, one must rely on its ability to represent faithfully the effects of turbulence.51

However, in the absence of direct turbulence measurements from real tornadoes there is no way52

to determine the efficacy of such parameterizations. In the sequel to this work we report on LES53

of tornado-like vortices with special attention to the requirements of resolving turbulence in the54

end-wall boundary layer. In this first part we describe the numerical setup for constant-viscosity,55

axisymmetric simulations, which were used to help design our LES experiments. In the course of56

setting up the axisymmetric simulations, we took advantage of the opportunity to explore much57

higher Reynolds numbers than previously achieved in such numerical simulations to investigate58

the possibility of axisymmetric instability of the end-wall boundary layer.59

As in the numerical experiments described in R13, the present experiments are also carried out60

in a closed domain. Numerical simulations of tornado-like vortices in a closed domain have the61

advantage that boundary conditions are unambiguous and put definite constraints on the solution.62

On the other hand one desires the domain size to not significantly influence the simulated vortex63

dynamics. Thus one must use a domain large enough for artificially enhanced viscous effects to64

damp disturbances originating near the vortex top (which is of little physical interest) to prevent65

them from propagating downward and/or recirculating to the region of interest. In the course of66

the present investigation it became clear that simulations at higher Reynolds numbers than used67

previously would require even more damping for a reasonable domain size. We find the required68

damping to be a significant drain on the prescribed forcing that should be accounted for when69

estimating the Thermodynamic Speed Limit (TSL; Fiedler and Rotunno 1986) on vortex intensity.70

When this is taken into account the effective TSL is much lower and easily exceeded by the present71

simulated vortices.72
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For ease of comparison with atmospheric observations spatial scales will be given in dimensional73

terms. However the present experiments are guided by previous studies pointing to the importance74

of the nondimensional input parameters characterizing the imposed rotation, updraft forcing and75

viscous effects, namely a Swirl Ratio, Sr and the Reynolds number, Rer. The present series of nu-76

merical experiments allow the construction of a vortex-type regime diagram in (Sr,Rer) extending77

over a large range of Rer. (The subscript r refers to use of the radial length scale of the updraft78

forcing in the definitions.) These experiments cover a range of Rer that is nearly two orders of79

magnitude greater than in previous studies. This extended range in Rer, together with a large num-80

ber of simulations with fine increments in Sr, add further support for the theoretical relation for81

the optimal state, Sr ∼ Re−1/3
r [Eq. (10) of Fiedler (2009)].82

The plan of this paper is to first describe in §2 the physical problem, put it in its meteorological83

context and consider the necessary trade-offs involved in its numerical solution. The governing84

equations and simulation design are described in §3; sensitivity tests demonstrating the need for85

and effects of the damping layer are described in the Appendix. Examples of the numerical solu-86

tions are described in §4 and summarized in a vortex-type regime diagram for a wide range of the87

control parameters (Sr,Rer). A summary is given in §5.88

2. Physical problem89

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the physical problem following the basic design of90

Fiedler (1995). The entire domain rotates at the rate Ω; with non-slip, impermeable walls at91

the bottom and top boundaries and an impermeable free-slip wall at r = R. The solution for92

the three velocity components in the rotating reference frame and in the cylindrical coordinates93

(r,θ ,z) is (u,v,w) = (0,0,0) in the absence of forcing. The prescribed forcing F(r,z) is placed94

in the vertical momentum equation as a surrogate for the buoyancy and/or dynamic-pressure-95
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gradient forcing in a supercell thunderstorm (Klemp 1987) while the domain rotation is intended96

to represent the rotation of the supercell. With F(r,z)> 0 an in-up-out circulation is created which,97

in turn, transports angular momentum inwards below the forcing maximum and locally intensifies98

the tangential velocity v. A boundary layer forms at the bottom and top boundaries to bring the99

fluid into zero motion relative to the rotating domain.100

The conceptual model embodied in Fig. 2 is that the in-up meridional flow brings angular101

momentum inwards in the lower portion of the domain in analogy to the low-level flow (below102

cloud base) in a rotating thunderstorm. The flow in the upper and outer portions of the domain103

is, however, a much poorer analogue for the complex processes occurring in a real thunderstorm104

as the actual up-out flow is in-cloud, subsequently exits to a stratified atmosphere and does not105

return to the low-level inflow during the lifetime of the thunderstorm. Hence a modeling device106

must be used to make sure that disturbances near the domain top Z do not make their way back to107

the simulated vortex (near the origin). In Fiedler (1995) the fluid viscosity was enhanced near the108

domain top which required resolution of a top-side boundary layer. In the present study we choose109

to use a linear relaxation in time (with time constant τ) of the flow back to its unforced solution110

above the height zd (Fig. 2).111
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3. Governing equations and numerical setup112

a. Governing equations113

The governing equations for a constant-density, effectively incompressible fluid in the rotating114

domain reference frame are115

∂u
∂ t

=−u
∂u
∂ r
−w

∂u
∂ z
− ∂φ

∂ r
+2Ωv +

v2

r
+ν

(
∇

2u− u
r

)
−α

u
τ

(1a)

∂v
∂ t

=−u
∂v
∂ r
−w

∂v
∂ z

−2Ωu− uv
r
+ν

(
∇

2v− v
r

)
−α

v
τ

(1b)

∂w
∂ t

=−u
∂w
∂ r
−w

∂w
∂ z
− ∂φ

∂ z
+F(r,z) +ν∇

2w −α
w
τ

(1c)

∂φ

∂ t
=−c2

s

[
1
r

∂ (ru)
∂ r

+
∂w
∂ z

]
(1d)

where φ ≡ p/ρ , p is the pressure, ρ is the (constant) density and cs = 300 m s−1 is the speed of116

sound in air. Although maximum simulated wind speeds Vmax ' 100 m s−1, the flow is effectively117

solenoidal (i.e. ∇ ·u = 0) since (Vmax/cs)
2 << 1; the assumption of solenoidal u is used in the118

formulation of the diffusion terms (e.g., Batchelor 1967, p. 604).119

The equations above describe the motions of a fluid that is compressible and for which density120

is assumed to be constant. This equation set was chosen for two main reasons. First, we are121

interested primarily in flow in the lowest ∼ 1 km AGL for which the constant-density assumption122

is valid. Secondly, this set of equations allows us to use existing numerical techniques in the123

modeling framework used for this study, CM1 (“Cloud Model 1”), in particular the split-explicit124

time integration technique for compressible flows (e.g., Wicker and Skamarock 2002) as well125

as existing parallelization methods for distributed-memory supercomputers for three-dimensional126

simulations that will be reported in future papers. In addition, there are several ancillary benefits,127

such as a simpler equation set for analysis purposes, and a weaker upper-level response to the128

updraft forcing that does not need to be damped as aggressively.129
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The last terms on the right hand sides of (1a)-(1c) are the linear damping terms in which the co-130

efficient α(z) regulates the distance over which the full damping with time constant τ is achieved.131

The damping function132

α(z) =


1
2

[
1− cos

(
π

z−zd
Z−zd

)]
for z > zd

0 for z≤ zd ,

(2)

where 0≤ zd ≤ Z defines the damping layer.133

Finally the updraft forcing is defined following Nolan (2005) as134

F(r,z) =


Fmax cos

(
π

2 χ
)

for χ < 1

0 for χ ≥ 1 ,
(3)

where135

χ =

[
(z− zb)

2

l2
z

+
r2

l2
r

]1/2

. (4)

The forcing function F(r,z) is prescribed such that the maximum Fmax occurs at (r,z) = (0,zb)136

which defines the center of an elliptically shaped region (vertical and horizontal axes, lz and lr,137

respectively) over which the forcing goes to zero. The basic velocity scale W is given by the138

vertical integral139

W 2 =
∫ zb+lz

zb−lz
2F(0,z)dz . (5)

With (3) substituted into (5), the velocity scale140

W =

√
8Fmaxlz

π
. (6)

The boundary conditions are u = 0 on the upper and lower bounding surfaces while the normal141

velocity and stress components are zero at r = R.142

All together there are 10 input parameters, Ω,W, lr, lz,zb,R,Z,ν ,τ,zd and, by Buckingham’s143

Π theorem, 8 nondimensional parameters that determine the solution. With some hindsight we144
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choose the following:145

Ωlr/W ,Wlr/ν , lr/lz, lr/zb, lr/R,zb/Z,zd/zb,τW/lr. (7)

The first parameter is a swirl ratio Sr and the second is the Reynolds number Rer, which respec-146

tively represent system rotation and diffusive effects (the subscript ‘r’ signifies that we use lr for147

the length scale in the swirl ratio and Reynolds number instead of Z as used in previous studies);148

these are the two principle solution control parameters to be varied in the present work. The third149

and fourth parameters characterize the geometry of the forcing and will be fixed in rough analogy150

to the forcing of vertical acceleration in a supercell thunderstorm. The fifth parameter measures151

the forcing horizontal scale against domain width and small values will be used to insure there are152

no significant domain-size effects. The sixth parameter measures forcing location against domain153

depth; ideally one would like this parameter to be small, however computational expense militates154

against it. Thus the seventh and eighth parameters are chosen to damp disturbances before they155

can reflect from the domain top and/or recirculate to the lower inflow layer.156

b. Numerical-solution method157

The prognostic equations (1a)-(1d) are integrated in time using a third-order Runge-Kutta158

scheme, using split-explicit integration for the acoustic modes following Wicker and Skamarock159

(2002). To improve the stability of the split-explicit time integration method, a weak three-160

dimensional divergence damper on the acoustic time steps is included following Skamarock and161

Klemp (1992).162

The radial grid spacing is 5 m for r < 1 km, and increases gradually to 495 m between r = 1 km163

and r = 20 km. For most simulations, the vertical grid spacing is 5 m for z < 1 km, and increases164

gradually to 495 m between z = 1 km and z = 15 km. An exception is that most simulations with165
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Rer ≥ 320,000 were run with vertical grid spacing of 2.5 m for z < 0.5 km, which better resolves166

the shallow boundary layers for these cases. The time step varies throughout each simulation to167

maintain numerical stability, taking into account both advective and diffusive processes.168

c. Parameter settings169

The dimensional parameters settings are given in Table 1; the fixed values are chosen to conform170

to the physical considerations in §2 (details on the damping layer are given in the Appendix); these171

values thus determine six of the eight nondimensional parameters given in Table 2. The variable172

dimensional parameters Ω and ν are chosen to explore the range of solutions in the nondimensional173

parameter space (Sr,Rer). With the fixed dimensional values of W = 80 m s−1 and lr = 3000 m,174

we have therefore Ω = Sr×0.026 s−1 and ν = Re−1
r ×2.4×105 m2 s−1.175

4. Results176

Figures 3-4 contain matrices in (Sr,Rer) showing the respective maxima of the tangential and177

vertical velocities averaged from 5 ×104 to 6 ×104 s in the lowest 1 km; unless otherwise men-178

tioned the velocities reported herein are nondimensionalized by the effective forcing value We = 66179

m s−1 (see the Appendix). We note that the present experimental range of Rer is much greater than180

in previous studies. Specifically, the highest Reynolds number, Reh =Wh/ν , where h is the height181

of the domain, used in Fiedler (2009) is 40,000. Estimating from lr/h = 1/
√

10 from Eq. (1) of182

Fiedler (1998), we find that the highest Rer = Reh× lr/h' 12,800 in Fiedler (2009). Comparison183

with the highest value of Rer = 640,000 used here indicates a factor 50 increase in the present184

experiments.185

Figure 5 shows the pressure minimum (nondimensionalized by W 2
e ) averaged over the same time186

interval. Focussing first on the latter, there is a clearly an optimal combination of Sr and Rer that187
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produces the greatest pressure drop; these solutions are the optimal solutions that correspond to188

the vortex shown in Fig. 1 in which the pressure minimum occurs above the lower surface in the189

end-wall vortex (Church and Snow 1985). These optimal solutions tend to occur along a diagonal190

line in the Sr−Rer matrix; solutions below this line in the matrix are single-cell solutions while191

those above the line are predominantly two-celled solutions. Figure 3 indicates that the optimal192

solutions can exceed the TSL, while Fig. 4 shows that the vertical velocity maxima are about twice193

the corresponding tangential velocity maxima, consistent with the theory of Fiedler and Rotunno194

(1986).195

Figure 6 depicts the flow (display domain indicated in Fig. 2) for several solutions that span196

across the optimal solutions indicated in Figs. 3-5. These solutions generally conform to the197

behavior expected from previous work. As reviewed in R13, the boundary-layer thickness δ ∝198 √
ν/Ω, which can be expressed as δ/lr ∝ 1/

√
RerSr in the present notation; scanning Fig. 6199

across (constant Sr, varying Rer) or vertically (constant Rer, varying Sr), generally shows this200

expected behavior of the vortex boundary layer. Also consistent with the theory reviewed in R13,201

conservation of angular momentum applied to the two-celled vortex gives rcvc ∝ Ωl2
r where rc202

is the the radius and vc the tangential velocity of the two-celled vortex; with vc 'W based on203

energetics, one expects therefore that rc/lr ∝ Sr; this too is generally consistent with the behavior204

seen by scanning Fig. 6 vertically (constant Rer, varying Sr). The optimal solution at the middle205

of Fig. 6 is the result of the solution finding the appropriate relation between the radius of the206

end-wall vortex (∝ δ/lr ∝ 1/
√

RerSr) and that of the two-celled vortex (∝ Sr), i.e., by finding the207

combination in Sr−Rer space where208

Sr ∝ Re−1/3
r (8)

(Fiedler 2009, his Eq. (10)). As the (Sr,Rer) matrices are constructed on a log-log scale a power209

law is represented by a straight line; the line drawn Figs. 3-5 corresponds to a−1/3 dependence in210
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basic agreement with (8). Note that the constant of proportionality implied in (8) is not universal211

and is expected to change for parameters settings different from those given in Table 2. For exam-212

ple, changes in domain size or upper-level damping could change the wind speeds and pressures213

shown in Figs. 3-5, although we expect the relation given by (8) to hold true.214

In order to obtain a more-refined estimate for the Sr = Sr(Rer) that produces the optimal vortex,215

additional simulations were conducted holding Rer fixed but with finer intervals of Sr than was216

used in Figs. 3-5. An example is shown for Rer = 640,000 in Fig. 7. From a series of such figures217

(not shown), the minimum value of pressure was used to define the optimal vortex. Overall results218

are shown in shown in Fig. 8; the agreement of the data with (8) adds further confidence in this219

theoretical estimate.220

In earlier studies, Nolan and Farrell (1999) and Nolan (2005) claimed that the optimal configu-221

ration should follow along lines of Sr ∝ Re−1
r , which would appear as a one-to-one diagonal line222

on Figs. 3-5. They argued that vortex structure was largely controlled by the boundary layer,223

which the scaling analysis in Nolan (2005) shows is controlled by ReV = Ωl2
r /ν = SrRer. While224

their numerical results seemed to support this claim, their simulations were confined mostly to the225

range 0.02 < Sr < 0.1 and 400 < Rer < 1600. In fact, some of the contours on the left (low Rer)226

sides of Figs. 3-5 appear to be bending upward, suggesting some agreement in this range. The227

vastly higher Reynolds numbers used in the present simulations find much better agreement with228

the analytical predictions of Fiedler (2009) and also produce sustained wind speeds well above the229

convective velocity scale.230

A feature of primary importance to the present work and its sequel is the effects of turbulence.231

The present axisymmetric model is of course incapable of simulating turbulent flow; however232

axisymmetric-solution unsteadiness is an indication of an axisymmetric instability that would233

likely lead to three-dimensional turbulence in a LES context. Figure 9 shows the standard de-234
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viation away from the time-averaged tangential velocity for three of the cases shown in Fig. 6235

corresponding to the two-celled and optimal solutions (the two single-cell solutions are steady). It236

is clear that the vortex column is unsteady; however there is no indication of unsteadiness in the237

end-wall boundary layer. Further tests with a four-fold reduction of vertical grid size (not shown)238

confirm the latter conclusion.The axisymmetric and three-dimensional instabilities associated with239

vortex breakdown and the two-celled vortex have been documented in the literature [most recently240

by Nolan (2012)], however Fig. 9 suggests the absence of an axisymmetric instability of the241

end-wall vortex.242

The present results suggest that turbulence in the end-wall boundary layer of actual tornadoes243

must originate through some combination of three-dimensional instabilities and flow separation244

from surface roughness elements. We expect the effects of the consequent turbulent diffusion245

of momentum on the end-wall boundary layer to conform qualitatively to the present case of246

laminar diffusion over a smooth surface. However for quantitative estimates, some other approach247

is required. In the following companion papers the focus will be on investigating the effects248

on mean vortex intensity of three-dimensional turbulence over rough surfaces in the end-wall249

boundary layer using LES.250

5. Conclusions251

The present study of axisymmetric tornado simulations has established the basic model rationale252

and numerical setup for our companion studies using the technique of Large Eddy Simulation253

(LES) in which the effects of three-dimensional turbulence can be explicitly calculated. Working254

within the closed-domain design of Fiedler (1995) we find for simulations with much reduced255

physical diffusion that an enhanced upper-level damping is generally required to prevent spurious256

reflections and/or recycling of disturbances from effecting the solutions in the region of physical257
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interest. This damping, when taken into account, lowers the estimate for the Thermodynamic258

Speed Limit (Fiedler and Rotunno 1986, TSL) in the simulations, making the degree to which259

the maximum wind exceeds the TSL (Fig. 3) under the “optimal” condition (8) all the more260

impressive. The optimal condition (Eq.(10) of Fiedler 2009) is validated here over a range of261

Reynolds numbers that is almost two orders of magnitude greater than previously demonstrated.262

With respect to our companion studies, the most important result is that even with Reynolds263

numbers O(106) there is no indication of axisymmetric instability in the vortex boundary layer264

in the present solutions. The implication is that instability and turbulence in the high-Reynolds-265

number vortex boundary layer must arise through three-dimensional effects. Currently these ef-266

fects are totally or largely parameterized even in LES type studies (Lewellen et al. 2000). The267

authors are unaware of any practical way to evaluate the efficacy of such parameterizations other268

than with an LES model capable of resolving the large eddies in the vortex boundary layer. The269

latter is the subject of our following companion papers.270
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APPENDIX276

The Damping Layer277

As discussed in Fiedler (1995), given the necessarily finite numerical-model domain, effects278

of wave reflection from the upper and/or outer boundaries should be controlled through enhanced279

dissipation. Within the current model setup, in which grid spacing is relatively small and Reynolds280

number is relatively high compared to recent studies, the most convenient method to achieve this281

outcome was to use the linear damping terms in (3a)–(3c). After experimenting with several282

configurations, we decided to overlap the updraft forcing and damping layer, as illustrated in283

Fig. 2, which acts to draw eddies up into the damping layer. A consequence of this configuration284

on the effective forcing velocity is discussed below.285

To demonstrate the problem with insufficient upper-level dissipation, a simulation without the286

upper-level damper is shown in Fig. A1(a)–(c). In this case, Rer = 10,000 and Sr = 0.01. A low-287

angular-momentum “eddy” is triggered along the upper boundary by the initial updraft forcing,288

which then propagates along the outer boundary, and later the lower boundary. Although not289

shown here, there are also eddies that can propagate up the main updraft, reflect off the upper290

boundary, and propagate downward into the area of interest near the surface. A Hovmöller plot at291

500 m ASL (Fig. A1d) shows highly unsteady behavior in this case. In contrast, when the upper-292

level damper is used, the aforementioned eddies do not propagate into the lower-left corner of the293

domain and the resulting flow is nearly steady (Fig. A1e).294

With the present damping layer [or with enhanced viscosity near the upper boundary used by295

Fiedler (1995)] energy is removed from the flow. To get a quantitative estimate of this effect,296

Fig. A2 shows the dimensional vertical velocity in the Ω = 0 case, both with and without the297

upper damping layer. In the case without the damping layer, in which the upper boundary was298
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placed at 25 km AGL to minimize its impact on the flow, the vertical velocity reaches a peak value299

of 80 m s−1 (black curve), precisely the value calculated from (5) or (6) (Table 1). However with300

the upper-layer damper, and our nominal domain depth of 15 km, the peak vertical velocity ' 66301

m s−1 (red curve). This latter velocity is the effective driving velocity for the tornado-like vortex302

solutions found here. Hence solution velocities are reported herein nondimensionalized by the303

effective forcing velocity, We = 66 m s−1.304
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TABLE 1. Parameter settings for the domain shown in Fig. 2.

R Z zb lz lr zd τ W Ω ν

20,000 m 15,000 m 8,000 m 7,000 m 3,000 m 8,000 m 100 s 80 m s−1 var. var.
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TABLE 2. Nondimensional parameters based on the dimensional parameters in Table 1.

lr/lz lr/zb lr/R zb/Z zd/zb τW/lr Sr = Ωlr/W Rer =Wlr/ν

0.429 0.375 0.150 0.533 1.0 2.7 var. var.
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FIG. 3. Solution matrix in (Sr,Rer) for the maximum tangential velocity divided by We; contour lines overlaid

in intervals of 0.2. The black solid line in this and the following two figures shows Sr ∝ Re−1/3
r dependence.
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FIG. 4. Solution matrix in (Sr,Rer) for the maximum vertical velocity divided by We; contour lines overlaid

in intervals of 0.5.
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FIG. 5. Solution matrix in (Sr,Rer) for the minimum pressure divided by W 2
e ; contour lines overlaid in

intervals of 1.0.
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FIG. 6. Selected solutions showing the time-averaged tangential velocity divided by We (red shades) and

radial-vertical velocity vectors. For clarity the radial velocity component has been magnified by a factor of two.
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FIG. 7. Results for Rer = 640,000: (a) maximum tangential velocity divided by We; (b) maximum vertical

velocity divided by We; (c) minimum pressure divided by W 2
e .
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FIG. 8. A refined estimate of the validity of optimal vortex criterion (8).
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FIG. 9. Standard deviation of the tangential velocity divided by We corresponding to three of the cases shown

in Fig. 6. The cases with Rer = 160,000,Sr = 0.0025 and Rer = 20,000,Sr = 0.005 were essentially steady with

zero standard deviation.
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Fig. A1. Top row: tangential velocity from a simulation without upper-level damping at indicated times.

The contour interval is 2 m s−1, the zero contour is excluded, and negative values are dashed. Bottom row:

Hovmöller diagrams of tangential velocity, normalized by We, at 500 m AGL from (d) a simulation without

upper-level damping and (e) a simulation with upper-level damping.
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Fig. A2. Nonrotating solution for vertical velocity at r = 0 with (red curve) and without (black curve) upper-

layer damping.
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